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WE HAVE
MOVED
Grocotts Mail
The Grocotts Mail team is
back together again!
Our advertising and administration
staff have rejoined our newsroom
at the Africa Media Matrix (AMM),
home of Rhodes University’s
School of Journalism and
Media Studies.
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Giselle

gives

Dada Masilo’s acclaimed South
African dancer and choreographer,
returns to the National Arts Festival
after seven years with her reimagining of the classical ballet,
Giselle. Stripped of what Masilo
calls its classical “prettiness”,
Dada Masilo’s Giselle debuts to
Grahamstown audiences as a
display of deceit, betrayal, anger
and heartbreak that culminates in a
cathartic eruption.
She situates the narrative in a

South African cultural context, and
this locality connects the audience to
the reworked Giselle. Masilo feels that
performing her version of this ballet
classic is a way of familiarising herself
with her roots. Bouts of vernacular,
the spiritual presence of Giselle’s
ancestors, and Setswana-influenced
choreography ultimately transfigures
the 19th century ballet.
The production crafts a
vivid, visceral experience for the
audience. The enchanting score
that accompanies the re-imagined
ballet is composed by Phillip Miller.
His musical revision intentionally
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Dada Masilo

Ayanda Gigaba
Cue student reporter
Review: Dada Masilo’s Giselle
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AN

un-pretty

makeover

incorporates
elements of the
ballet’s traditional
score so as not to alienate
the classical audience.
Complemented by
compelling choreography
and dimensional lighting,
Dada Masilo’s Giselle engulfs
one’s emotional sensibility.
There is an undeniable stirring
of the gut, moisture in the eye
ducts and heaviness in the
chest that indicate that one’s body
has accompanied Giselle on her
journey.

Masilo foregrounds
a woman’s right to
expressively thrash in
the fullness of darker
human emotions. In
doing so, she reconciles the sterile
morality of the original ballet by
validating the complexity of these
emotions and reveals them as
necessary and inevitable.
The daring presentation of
choreography with no music or
sound at times was a particularly
poignant creative decision. The
characters’ essential movements
offers the audience an honest

reflection of our most vulnerable
moments when we are faced with
deception, despair, and anguish.
The product of the conceptual
reconstruction is a performance
that coaxes the audience out of
their preconceived notions of
ideal morality. Once we cross
this traditional threshold, we find
ourselves in a more refreshing
notion of “ever after”. Yes, there is
unapologetic anger, revenge, and
resentment, but after all this Giselle,
quite literally, steps into the liberating
light of a life after love.
http://bit.ly/2suen1U

THE BIG WEEKEND: MUSIC

Msaki’s Redemption
songs
Mtha Ndyoko
Cue student reporter
Review: Platinumb Heart

Young, gifted and black PHOTO//LITA MPIYAKHE

Vivid flashbacks of #feesmustfall, the Marikana
Massacre and the stories of gender violence...
four years after her breakthrough peformance at
Slip Stream Sports Bar back in 2013, Msaki steps
onto the Main Festival’s Thomas Pringle Hall
stage with her Golden Circle.
As much as Platinumb Heart is a personal
protest album “in progress” and “a personal
musical, poetic inquiry on identity”, neither the
songs nor their interrogation are hers alone. The
songs and questions are who we all are. The
music is confrontational, of self, of how far we
have come as a country and where we could
possibly go. To another world? To a bullet? To
land that we do not have? It is an eye opener. It
is an ear opener. It is a deep conversation that is
fully-fledged in her dreams and translated into
the music.
I leave this hall angered and encouraged.
Angered by the perpetuation of silence that
makes her voice cut in deep places. Encouraged
by being ‘GOLDEN’. Encouraged by being a
daughter of the soil.
The musicians who accompany Msaki include
a roll-call of soulfuuly-hip young creative
activists including Asher Gamedze (drums),
Thembinkosi Mavimbela (bass), Thandi Ntuli
(keys and vocals), Eleanore Roselt (violin and
voice), Tsepo Poee (cello), Lwanda Gogwana
(trumpet), Sisonke Xhonti (saxophone) and

Sophie Ribstein (harp). Composer, musician
and 2017 featured artist, Neo Muyanga, with
his ongoing, multi-focal exploration of protest
music is the ideal mentor and collaborator for
this work in progress. It’s tempting to suggest
that words are not enough to capture how this
Golden Circle carry the musical weight and
vision of this project. How they keep audiences
glued to the next note, bridge or interlude.
Poet Modise Sekgothe – who is featured
in this year’s performance for the first time
– delivers a subtly fluent spoken word flow
which translates a very personal journey into
a collective journey that constantly reminds us
all to look inwards to find the strength to deal
with the crisis conditions we exeprience oustide
overselves every day.
Msaki’s dress exquisitely captures her
evolution on her journey. How marvelous to see
a singer performing make-up-free on stage. You
could actually feel her vulnerability in sharing
this new music.
As a musical protest performance piece
Platinumb Heart is a must-see, a must-hear and
a must-feel. A conversation that is still painful to
have in the most beautiful voice of our time. It
is light in a very dark time. It is a song we all will
still learn to sing.
http://bit.ly/2tIeZpx
Catch Msaki and the Golden Circle
performing songs from Platinumb Heart on
4 July at 20:00 and 5 July at 15:30 at Thomas
Pringle Hall at the Monument, R85 to R90.
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On PROTEST,

prayer

3

pieces
Lindokuhle Nkosi
Cue specialist writer
Review: Soli(t)darity

NAF 2017 Featured Artist: Neo Muyanga NAF//JAN POTGIETER

Midway through the performance of his solo show, Soli(t)darity
Neo Muyanga moves away from the piano, stands behind
the mic at Thomas Pringle Hall and squints into the crowd. A
hollowed out guitar is slung over his right shoulder. He adjusts
it, repositions the mic. We’re at the part of the show where we
are in the Himalayan Mountains singing love songs. Love songs
to struggle. This is the exploration. A question and a prayer.
What can love do here?
He jokes now, waves away some of the weight of the first
half of the show as though he were clearing smoke from the
room. Something about the technical staff asking about the
show; how to set it up, how to light it, that kind of stuff. “Well,”
he smiles. “The show is dark. It’s about death. Death and
murder and destruction. How do you light death and murder
and destruction?” He is still smiling.
The show opens heavy. He loops and purls between
Mongezi Feza’s “Ucinga Uyandazi”, weaving throughout the
whole set, breaking it apart and stretching it out. He makes the
song elastic, pulling it tight so that it might snap and then he
holds it there, tension. Where it frays, where holes appear, he
pushes into the gaps snippets of hope, of despair, of something
so human it is ugly and fragile and broken.
“UMandela uthi ayihlome ihlasele,” he sings. Where is the
fight, our call to war? “uSobukwe uthi ayihlome ihlasele.” Where
are heroes? What did we do with their bruised bodies? What is
to happen with their bones blanched clean?
The room is quiet with the weight of history. Silent in the
face of violence, of dreams deferred and hopes dashed and
scattered likes the ashes of those who came before us. We pull
closer to ourselves, tilt towards him and away from each other.
When he plays we remember that the piano is percussive. He
leans over the keys and punches at the strings of the naked
grand piano. He runs a thick black chain over its chords, rattling
it. What can love do?
Soli(t)darity is about violence. About hope and despair.
But it is also about love. About the possibilities it presents for
healing. About the spaces it opens for holding. About love as
protest.
http://bit.ly/2uey5kg
Catch the Neo Muyanga Trio at Thomas Pringle Hall on July
5 at 18:00. R80 to R90.

CATCH THE NOSE IN GRAHAMSTOWN
FROM 29 JUNE TO 7 JULY
We will be at the Masonic Front
• Friday 30 June at 2pm
• Saturday 1 July at 4pm
• Sunday 2 July at 12pm (noon)
• Tuesday 4 July at 8pm
• Wednesday 5 July at 10pm
• Thursday 6 July at 12pm (noon)
• Friday 7 July at 4pm
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HOWZIT My
Nereesha Patel
Cue student reporter
Interview: Louise Reay

Coming to South Africa, a country with 11 official languages
that do not include Mandarin Chinese, might be daunting
for any performer whose show is almost entirely performed
in that language. But not for British comedian Louise Reay,
who manages to transcend language and cultural barriers
through an entertaining combination of visuals, physicality
and audience interactions – in Chinese, of course!
Still, performing her hour-long solo show It’s Only Birds
– which she describes as “an experiment” – at the National
Arts Festival for the first time does make Reay wonder what
reactions she can expect from a primarily South African
audience.
“It’s so special to come here and do this experiment,”
she says. “I don’t know what will happen.”
A graduate of the University of London where she
studied Modern and Classic Chinese, and having lived
in China for some years, Reay works in television as a
documentary-maker for the BBC. However, after performing
stand-up comedy for the first time at the age of 16, being a
clown became another profession as well as a passion. Mime
and clown-training have enabled her to make extensive use
of physicality, visual aids and improvisation in her comedy
acts.
This “clowning about”, along with the use of Mandarin,
is what makes It’s Only Birds a stand out performance on

the Festival Fringe circuit. Described as a show that’s only
7% verbal, this mixture gradually puts an initially bemused,
mostly English-speaking audience at ease.
Says Reay, “I realised it would be possible to do a show
in Chinese that anyone could understand even if they didn’t
speak Chinese.”
Indeed, the audience understands Reay well enough,
and they laugh at her antics. Soon, they’re in hysterics as
she brings a male audience member (a good sport who goes
along with the act) onto the stage, interacting with him only
in Chinese and dressing him up like a baby so that she can
bottle-feed him among other things.
It’s both an amazing and curious thing that those
watching Reay’s performance understand what she is
conveying despite her speaking a language that they’re not at
all fluent in. But that, Reay says, is exactly the idea.
“The beauty of Chinese,” she explains, “is that not
many people outside of China speak it, so it’s a really good
language to use in this kind of experiment. If I speak Chinese
to you, and you don’t speak it, you’re forced to look at my
face, or my hands, or my body language. That’s the only way
we can communicate.”
So touring all over the world with a show that’s
performed in Chinese may sound difficult. But in the hands of
Louise Reay, it’s a comedy that is never lost in translation.
Catch It’s Only Birds from 4 to 7 July at various times at
the Hangar.
http://bit.ly/2tALF3u

CUE // CuePix

Rob van Vuuren is the perfect person to play the disturbed character in
Louis Viljoen’s Dangled. His status as a prolific South African comedian is
darkly deceiving in this piece, as his character flows seamlessly between
victim and perpetrator, frighteningly narcissistic and devastatingly
vulnerable. This isn’t a comedy – at least, not for the last half of the act.
At the performance on 30 June, the audience entered the Masonic Back
with an air of casual fun. A couple in front of me took sips from a hip flask.
They were here to be entertained by Van Vuuren’s gloriously grotesque
faces, to laugh at his quick wit — and he certainly delivered.
However, when the subject matter began to change, the confusion was
palpable.
The brilliance of Dangled lies in its misleading tone. Viljoen’s rapid-fire
writing moves between vulgar and poetic, and Van Vuuren does wild so
well that the bewilderment of the audience is understandable.
Yet, it’s possible there was little understanding of the piece as a whole.
At the monologue’s horrifying climax, a man laughed. Yes, Van Vuuren
made a funny face. But the context? Not funny at all. Somewhat thankfully,
the faces of the other audience members were grim.
At the play’s conclusion, a few nervous laughs rang out as Van Vuuren
smartly returned to his
opening position, likely
with the knowledge he has
completely fucked with his
audience’s heads.
It’s genius. What
better way is there to
gauge an audience’s
potential inhumanity than
by getting a comedian
to play the greyest of
figures? It’s borderline
Machiavellian, with
hints of Antonin
Artaud’s Theatre
of Cruelty in what
is essentially an
affront to the
viewer.
You expected
one thing? Well,
it’s probably best
to not prepare
at all.
Catch Dangled
from 4 to 8 July at
various times at
the Masonic Back.

SOMETHING

Amy Pieterse
Cue student reporter
Review: Dangled
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NAF // Jan Potgieter

Every lunchtime from Tuesday to Thursday this
coming week of Festival, you can buy great
books at good prices, with proceeds used for
the South African Library for the Blind (SALB)
Mandela Day projects.
The Library buys or obtains books which
are transcribed into Braille, or used by their
narrators to create audio books. After that,
instead of being left unused on their shelves,
the SALB holds an annual book sale, during the
National Arts Festival, the proceeds of which
are used for a Mandela Day project by the
Library. SALB staff go out to the chosen charity,
provide their time, and use the proceeds of the
book sale to provide much needed equipment
or teaching aids etc. for the chosen project for
the year.
Look out for the team at their table at
these times:
Tuesday 4 July; 12:00-14:30
@ Checkers shopping centre.
Wednesday 5 July; 12:00-14:30
@ Checkers shopping centre.
Thursday 6 July; 12:00-14:30
@ Outside the SALB in High Street.
This year, the Family Fare shows of the National Arts Festival
have a unique variety of theatre productions being performed
as part of the Fringe programme. One such play is the
enchanting medieval tale, Spellbound!
It tells the story of a young stable boy who sets out on a
swashbuckling adventure to save the kingdom from two nasty
witches. A Princess, a two-headed dragon and a somewhat
forgetful old knight add to the hilarity.
Set in a time when valiant knights roamed the kingdoms
and witches and wizards dreamt up spells of magic and
mayhem, this wonderful comedy stars Allana Aldridge, Khalil
Kathrada, Rameez Nordien and Justin Wilkinson, who each
play a lively host of comical characters. As a somewhat cheeky
take on the classic medieval tale, the antics of this dynamic
cast are guaranteed to keep patrons entertained and roaring
with laughter!

GROCOTT’S STAFF REPORTER

CUEPICKS EXTRA: NEWS
Starring: Allana Aldridge, Khalil Kathrada, Rameez Nordien,
Justin Wilkinson
Written & Directed by: Justin Wilkinson
Age Recommendation: 7+
Duration: 50 mins
VENUE:
Memory Hall
DATES:
5 July - 8 July 2017

Farcical fantasy, satirical dialogue and biting wit are the
essence of this production. The play even has a few interactive
moments, allowing audience members to assist with potions
and magic spells!
Performances are at Memory Hall in Grahamstown with
shows daily from 5 July to 8 July and audiences will be taken on
a swashbuckling adventure of myths, magic and make-believe
that will ultimately leave them spellbound!
Book now and don’t miss it!

GROCOTT’S STAFF REPORTER

Spellbound!

Great books
going cheap
for a good
cause
GROCOTTS // Supplied
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CUE // MIA VAN DER MERWE
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CUE // MEGAN KELLY

CUE // MIA VAN DER MERWE

CULT CLIT

BAYEPHI

CUE // KYLE PRINSLOO

THE
KIFFNESS

BEST

NAF // JAN POTGIETER

OF

FEST

ON THE LINE
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THE BIG WEEKEND: ART
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IN BETWEEN, IN CONTRAST

IN PERPETUUM

Grocott’s Mail 4 JULY 2017
Sam van Heerden
Cue student reporter
Interview: in perpetuum by Beth Diane Armstrong
Polished and gleaming steel poles blend together, grounded
on the floor but reaching out into space, into infinity….
in perpetuum is an exhibition that is as vast as it
is grounded. The Standard Bank Young Artist Award
Winner for 2017, Beth Diane Armstrong, invites viewers
into a sculptural display of steel structures which
explore the infinite and the intimate, the transient and
the still.
Some of the sculptures loom dauntingly, while
smaller ones weave intricately back into themselves. Parts
of a whole, or wholes in themselves, the structures come
together to a form a powerful exhibition that is as intellectually
dense as it is playful and open-ended. It challenges one’s
experience of space.
‘In perpetuum’ means to be ongoing and never-ending. “A
lot of the thematics in the show come down to the principle that
everything is infinite. An object sitting in a space can
continue to grow, it can exist beyond the space,” says
exhibition curator, Emma van der Merwe.
“The sculptures themselves may be a fragment of
a bigger part,” explains Armstrong. Thick steel poles
are welded together to form the sculptures, some of
which stand two to three metres high. Two of these
are located outside of the 1820 Settlers’ National
Monument, where they intentionally reflect, and also
encompass, the greens, greys, and contours of the
environment in which they are placed.
As a viewer comes closer to a sculpture, they
become a part of it. Armstrong, who graduated with a
Masters in Fine Art from Rhodes University in 2010, is
well-known for her grand works. But the exhibition inside
of the Monument also features small-scale sculptures, such as

THE BIG WEEKEND: ART
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a steel bonsai-like tree and a rhizome sprawling wires that Armstrong
has threaded together.
The sculptures simultaneously meld together and contrast
with each other in the space. According to Armstrong, the
monumental works could be seen as simple-building blocks
like molecules, while the tree is small but deeply complex.
“I’m interested in the relationship between density
and looseness,” says Armstrong, “[This influences] the
way that I move through the world, on an [emotional,
intellectual, and visual] level.”
Chaos and containment are also juxtaposed. While
the tree is ordered and structured, grounded in roots that
branch out, the rhizome grows infinitely in many directions.
Armstrong, whose work is strongly grounded in mathematics,
says that here the human need for meaning and order is contrasted
with unknown infinity. The sculptures are also accompanied by a video
featuring floating bokeh and line work, the dynamism of which contrasts
with the grounded sculptures. The shadows of the sculptures also decorate
the walls and floors, mimicking Armstrong’s dark line drawings which cover
a portion of the gallery wall.
Both Armstrong and Van der Merwe encourage viewers to see the
exhibition when it is relatively quiet, and to change their perspectives of the
sculptures often. As you move around, the sculptures form new arrangements
and shadows, which contribute to the transient theme.
“The metaphor that permeates through the show is that this body of
work is this artist’s means of contextualising her existence,” says Van der
Merwe. “But I do feel that one can experience the show as a means
of contextualising one’s self. [The work] does not prescribe how
you should feel, rather it gives you the opportunity to feel.”
But do not feel intimated by the dense cerebral grounding
of the works. “Stop intellectualising,” says Armstrong, “Just
come and feel something.”
in perpetuum can be viewed at the Monument Gallery
and Outdoor Amphitheatre every day from 9am to 6pm.

CUE // Megan Kelly

CUEPICKS EXTRA: THEATRE

CUE // MEGAN KELLY
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Naomi van Niekerk’s ethereal production The Alchemy of
Words can best be described as a symphony of pure creativity.
The performance traverses a spontaneous, surreal landscape
through a plethora of mediums, immersing the audience in a
powerful tribute to seminal French poet Arthur Rimbaud.
Van Niekerk wields ink, water, markers, and pepper with
incredible dexterity. An overhead projector spills her artistry
against the blank-canvas backdrop. She illustrates Rimbaud’s
exploration of conflict and death, her brushstrokes riding the
velvety strums of Arnaud van Vliet’s guitar and stunning vocal
renditions of Rimbaud’s celestial verses.
The Pink Floyd-esque journey of love, loss, and
acceptance is punctuated by a stunning performance from
Yoann Pencolé, playing the role of Rimbaud, reciting his verse
in the original French while also illustrating the narrative’s
progression through intricate puppeteering.
The Alchemy of Words does not hesitate to plumb
the depths of senseless violence, grief, and trauma. At
the same time, the production also affirms the resilience
of the human spirit in confronting our darkest crises and
continuing to persevere in the face of them; enjoying those
small sanctuaries of human existence that remain forever
etched in priceless corridors of memory, fighting to treasure
the intractable beauty of existence — even its most terrifying
aspects.
The camaraderie between the cast members is palpable,
made visible through the seamless cohesion of entirely
different mediums to create a powerful narrative exploring
our most intimate struggle — riding, and appreciating, the
peaks and trenches propelling us towards an impending
mortality.
“Everything seen…
The vision gleams in every air.
Everything had…
The far sound of cities, in the evening,
In sunlight, and always.
Everything known…
O Tumult! O Visions! These are the stops of life.
Departure in affection, and shining sounds.”
—Departure, by Arthur Rimbaud.

Yasthiel Devraj
Cue student reporter
Review: The Alchemy of Words

WEAVING
WANDS

of
WONDERMENT
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LOSS, RECOLLECTION
Sam van Heerden
Cue student reporter
Review:Bayephi

CLOSURE

CUE // KYLE PRINSLOO
“The people lying here have died for
our freedom.” It is the late 1970s in
South Africa. The prospect of change
once again fills the air and the streets.
Young men and women are joining
Umkhonto we Sizwe (MK), the armed
wing of the ANC. But optimism soon
gives way to a harsher reality. Several
young men fire gunshots from behind
a barricade, and they all fall, but one.
Thembela Madliki’s Bayephi
follows a young girl, Siphokazi, as
she comes to terms with the death
of her brother, Buntu, as well as his
eventual betrayal. With no body, no

ritual burial, and no visible remnants
of him but a handful of sand,
Siphokazi struggles to find peace for
her brother’s restless spirit. Armed
with the strength that her brother
encouraged in her while training for
the MK, she too fights a battle: to find
closure for herself.
Grounded in magical realism, the
play reflects the reality of the time
while using mystical elements. The
life of Siphokazi and her older sister,
Nangamso, are fused in real-time with
memories of Buntu and a younger
version of Siphokazi.

The beginning of the play is
light-hearted; Siphokazi and Buntu
play together, and the family banter is
plentiful. The young Siphokazi naively
imitates her brother’s military training,
wearing his boots and his coat.
“You are dancing on graves,
Siphokazi,” says Buntu. She does
not yet understand, but she will. The
older Siphokazi, who has contended
with a harsher reality, already does.
“[At first], Siphokazi cannot mourn
her brother or accept his loss,” says
Madliki. This is psychological, in the
sense that Buntu’s memory seems to

haunt Siphokazi. But it is also spiritual.
Madliki explains that in African
cultures, people need proper burial
ceremonies to cross over to the realm
of the ancestors. During the struggle
against Apartheid, many were burnt,
lost, or their fates were covered up by
the security police. Where are they
now? This is what ‘Bayephi’ means.
Throughout the play, Siphokazi’s
memory and her real-time
experiences are fused. Bayephi
seems to unfold in a surreal
dreamscape. At the same time, it is
emotionally charged and grounded

in history, both that of Siphokazi’s
individual memory and South Africa’s
collective past.
The play is layered, complex,
and open to interpretation. Guided
by both strong acting and directing,
it poses questions about memory,
trauma, closure, and the quest to find
peace. Given South Africa’s troubled
past and present, these questions
remain pertinent and poignant.
Perhaps we all exist in this difficult,
liminal space where memory and
reality struggle against each other to
forge a different future.
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PINK
DOLLARS

come at a
PERSONAL
PRICE
Ayanda Gigaba
Cue student reporter

Power acts as an overarching theme in Pink Dollar. The play is a collaborative
effort written and directed by Antje Schupp, Kieron Jina, Mbali Mdluli, and
Anelisa Stuurman aka Annalyzer.
“Pink dollar” is the foreign currency that some tourists use to seduce locals
with the promise of the high life in faraway places. The play chooses capitalist
power as an entry point to discuss the exploitative nature of sex tourism as
experienced by queer bodies in South Africa.
The play’s timing is especially opportune as the National Arts
Festival channels droves of tourists, both international and national, into
Grahamstown. The ramifications of this influx are played out in Pink Dollar.
Tourism as a phenomenon is represented as ambivalent. There is a conceptual
balance between the scorn of being used for the sexual exploits of tourists,
and encountering the well-intentioned tourists who have sincere meetings
with locals during their travels.
Structured as a series of episodic monologues performed by each cast
member, Pink Dollar is reminiscent of a sped-up version of Eve Ensler’s The
Vagina Monologues. The disjointed switches between monologues, gestural
movements, and dance give the overall effect of flipping through channels in
the search to find something good on TV.
Pink Dollar’s short and divided attention span allowed the cast to break
the fourth wall candidly as they made use of call and response. There was an
over-commitment to candidness through things like pedestrian costumes and
the non-commitment to a solid narrative.
Despite its efforts to make its themes of sexuality, gendered violence,
racism, prejudice and exploitation accessible, Pink Dollar spoon-feeds the
audience.
http://bit.ly/2t66PWx

CUE // KYLE PRINSLOO

Soft music plays in the
background, a man lies in the
middle of an old three-seater
couch with his legs open, smoking a
cigarette. In front of him sits a girl on
top of a coffee table, with her legs
wide open, staring at the audience
while holding a cigarette of her
own. On their left, another girl is
twerking. On the right, still another
is dancing on a stripper pole. Money
Maker Reloaded tells the story of
the socio-economic consequences
of migration. Poverty and
unemployment are social realities in
South Africa. When people struggle
to find a job, they resort to other
choices — some of which may be
perceived as morally questionable.
Director Jullian Seleke Mokoto
wants to share the message that
every action has consequences. But
more than that, he wants audiences
to confront negative, dehumanising
stereotypes and assumptions that
we may have about sex workers. He
wants to see sex workers afforded
their human rights. – Sinethemba
Witi
NG Kerk Hall on 5 July at 2pm,
6 July at 6pm, 7 July at 10pm, and 8
July at 8pm.

MSAKI’S GOLDEN CIRCLE

Trailblazing guitarist and
vocalist Asanda Msaki Mvana
shares the stage with musicians
and composers from the Golden
Circle to present Platinumb
Heart, a protest album in
progress. An independent,
self-taught musician – as well
as a photographer, designer
and painter – Msaki cannot be
boxed into any specific genre:
her main mode of expression is
folk music, but she adds a hint of
progressive jazz, soul and indie
rock to the mix. Her symphonic,
futuristic sounds create an
evolutionary African musical
space. Expect new songs and
old favourites delievered in her
signature isiXhosa and English
soulful folk brew. – Sakhile Dube
Catch Msaki and the Golden
Circle performing songs from
Platinumb Heart on 4 July at
8pm and and 5 July at 3:30pm
at Thomas Pringle Hall at the
Monument.

GETTING YOUR FESTIVAL
TICKETS HAS NEVER
BEEN EASIER

Book your tickets through our on-line booking system at
www.nationalartsfestival.co.za
and choose whether to pay by credit card, instant EFT, or Snapscan!

Phone our friendly call centre
for expert assistance in making your bookings

0860 002 004

Director Konstandino Kalarytis flips the damsel in distress (read
as sex worker) narrative on its head completely in this much-needed
conversation starter about the nuanced social positioning of the
people that populate the sex industry. Eponymous protagonist Dora’s
strong and daring character – played with fierce compassion by Debe
Honeyball – outgrows the tightness of the easily abused and exploited
sex worker stereotype, and comfortably fills out the chainmail of a
“sainted” knight in shining armour. Armed with a pistol, her fast-thinking
and maternal instinct, Dora is the badass female action hero prowling a
Dante-esque Hillbrow hell that South African silver screens have been
waiting for. She denies the stigma of disempowerment that mockingly
decorates sex workers, even in moments when she is at the mercy of
rich, and dangerous men. Dora simply adheres to her personal code
of morality no matter the cost. While the film is not perfect — there
are shortcomings in the scripted fate of the heroine, they are points of
conversational departure. – Ayanda Gigaba
Catch the final screening at Oliver Schreiner, Monument, July 4 at
22:00

DISRUPTING SEX WORKER STEREOTYPES

CUEPICKS EXTRA

A family fare show including ninjas, aliens, pirates, monsters made of
confectionery, and wish-granting cereal? Sure! Jitterbugs is the creation of
the folks behind Jittery Citizens, a comedy ensemble group from upcountry
whom you can also catch this festival. Directed by Claudine Ullman, it’s a
unique experience in the festival programme, being a collection of comedic
improvisational stories written by none other than the target audience
themselves: children! Add a pianist for the musical accompaniment, and the
chance for the kids in the audience to direct their own scene, and you’ve got
a pretty well-rounded show. Okay, so adults think that suspension of belief
is needed for this kind of performance content? Nope. Open your mind and
heart and dive into some surreal moments of dialogue and physical comedy
In a time when children as young as three are given access to an iPhone, and
when a child’s thought processes are being governed by popular culture and
social media, Jitterbugs is a nice reminder that not all is lost. That kids can still
go make up fantastical stories by themselves, and go on the most fantastical
of adventures. – Samuel Spiller
NELM Theatre, July 4 at 13:00.
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LIKE US
www.facebook.com/cuefest

FOLLOW US
www.instagram/cue.online

SUBSCRIBE TO US
www.youtube.com/cuetube1
FOLLOW US
www.twitter.com/fest

